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INTRODUCTION TO INVESTMENT 
AND SECURITIES

The government, corporate entities, financial institutions and individuals alike, invest their money 
fruitfully. ‘Invest or perish’ is the adage of the day. What, therefore, is investment? 

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
• To understand the meaning of investment
• To describe the nature of securities market
• To explain the process of investment
• To get an idea of investment planning and various types of securities

Investing in various types of assets is an interesting activity that attracts people from all walks of life, 
irrespective of their occupation, economic status, education and family background. A person who has more 
money than he needs for immediate consumption can be said to be a potential investor. The investor who 
has extra cash can invest it in securities or in other assets like gold or real estate, or he could simply deposit 
it in his bank account. Companies that have extra income may invest their money to expand existing firms 
or undertake new ventures. All these activities, in a broader sense, mean investment.

 INVESTMENT
Investment is the employment of funds on assets with the aim of earning income or capital appreciation. 
Investment has two attributes, namely, time and risk. In the process of investment, the present consumption 
is sacrificed to get a return in the future. The sacrifice that has to be borne is certain but the return in the 
future may be uncertain. This attribute of investment indicates the risk factor. The risk is undertaken with 
a view to reaping returns from investment. For the layperson, investment means a monetary commitment. 
A person’s commitment to buy a flat or a house for his personal use may be an investment from his point 
of view. This, however, cannot be considered as actual investment because it involves sacrifice but does not 
yield any financial return.

To the economist, investment is the net addition made to the nation’s capital stock that consists of goods 
and services that are used in the production process. A net addition to the capital stock means an increase 
in buildings, equipment or inventories. These capital stocks are used to produce other goods and services.

Financial investment is the allocation of money to assets that are expected to yield some gains over a 
period of time. It is an exchange of financial claims such as stocks and bonds for money. They are expected 
to yield returns and experience capital growth over the years.
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Financial and economic meanings are related to each other. Because, the savings of the individual flow 
into the capital market as financial investments to be used in economic investment. Even though they are 
related to each other, we are concerned only with the financial investment made on securities.

SPECULATION
 Speculation is about taking up the business risk in the hope of achieving short-term gain. Speculation 
essentially involves buying and selling activities with the expectation of making a profit from price 
fluctuations. This can be explained with an example. If a person buys a stock for its dividend, he may be 
termed as an investor. If he buys with the anticipation of a price rise in the near future and the hope of 
selling it at a gain, he would be termed a speculator. The dividing line between speculation and investment 
is very thin because people buy stocks for dividends and capital appreciation.

The time factor involved in speculation and investment is different. The investor is interested in a 
consistently good rate of return for a longer period. He is primarily concerned with direct benefits provided 
by securities in the long-run. The speculator is interested in getting an abnormal return. In simple terms, the 
investor wants a higher rate of return than the normal return in the short-run. The speculator’s investments 
are made for a short-term.

The speculator is more interested in market action and its price movement. The investor constantly 
evaluates the worth of security, whereas the speculator evaluates the price movement. He is not worried 
about fundamental factors like his counterpart, the investor.

The investor would try to match the risk and return. The speculator would like to assume greater risk 
than the investor. Risk refers to the possibility of incurring loss in a financial transaction. The negative short-
term fluctuations affect the speculators more than the investors. The risk factor involved in the investment 
is also limited. The investor buys the stock after studying the factors related with the concerned company’s 
stock. This limits the risk exposure. The investor likes to invest in securities where his principal would be 
safe.

Table 1.1 Difference between investor and speculator

Investor Speculator

Time horizon Plans for a longer time horizon.
His holding period may be from one year to few years.

Plans for a very short period. Holding period varies
from few days to months.

Risk Assumes moderate risk. Willing to undertake high risk.

Return Likes to have moderate rate of return associated with 
limited risk.

Like to have high returns for assuming high risk.

Decision Considers fundamental factors and evaluates the 
performance of the company regularly.

Considers inside information, heresays and market 
behaviour.

Funds Uses his own funds and avoids borrowed funds. Uses borrowed funds to supplement his personal 
resources.

 GAMBLING AND INVESTMENT
A gamble is usually a very short-term investment in a game or chance. Gambling is different from 
speculation and investment. First, the time horizon involved in gambling is shorter than in speculation and 
investment. The results are determined by the roll of a dice or the turn of a card. Secondly, people gamble 
to entertain themselves. Earning an income from gambling is a secondary factor. Thirdly, the risk, taken 
in gambling is different from that of investment. Gambling employs artificial risks, whereas commercial 
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risks are present in investment activity. Risk and return trade-off is not found in gambling and negative 
outcomes are expected. On the other hand, during investment, the analysis of risk and return is carried out, 
as a result of which positive returns are expected by investors. Finally, financial analysis does not reduce the 
risk proportion involved in gambling.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES
The main objectives of  investment are:
• Maximizing the return
• Minimizing the risk

Other subsidiary objectives are:
• Maintaining liquidity 
• Hedging against inflation
• Increasing safety
• Saving tax

Maximizing the Return 
Investors always expect a good rate of return from their investments. The rate of return could be defined as 
the total income the investor receives during the holding period, stated as a percentage of the purchasing 
price at the beginning of the holding period.

Return =  
End period value – Beginning period value + Dividend

 × 100
                                       Beginning period value

The rate of return is stated semi-annually or annually to help compare among the different investment 
alternatives. If it is a stock, the investor gets the dividend as well as the capital appreciation as returns. 
Market return of the stock indicates the price appreciation for the particular stock. If a particular share 
is bought in 2011 at `50 and sold in 2012 at `60, and the dividend yield is `5, then the return would be 
calculated as shown below:

Return =  
Capital appreciation and dividend 

× 100
                             Purchase price

Return =  
10 + 5

 × 100 = 30%
                  50

Minimizing the Risk 
The risk of holding securities is related to the probability of the actual return becoming less than the expected 
return. The word ‘risk’ is synonymous with the phrase ‘variability of return’. Investment risk is just as 
important as measuring its expected rate of return because minimizing risk and maximizing the rate of return 
are interrelated objectives in investment management. An investment whose rate of return varies widely from 
one period to another is considered riskier than one whose return does not change much. Every investor likes 
to reduce the risk of his investment by proper combination of different securities. Investors, however, differ in 
their attitude towards risk.
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Maintaining Liquidity 
Liquidity is an important aspect of any investment option as it determines the ease, time and cost involved in 
converting the investment into cash. While certain expenses like purchasing a house, children’s education, 
etc., can be reasonably planned, emergencies such as medical expenses necessitate redemption of an 
investment prematurely. The marketability of investment provides it liquidity.

Liquidity depends upon marketing and trading facilities. If a portion of the investment could be converted 
into cash without much loss of time, it helps the investor to meet emergencies. Stocks are liquid only if they 
command a good market by providing adequate returns through dividends and capital appreciation. Stocks 
in the Sensex, Nifty and Nifty Junior are more liquid, whereas stocks in the ‘Z’ group are illiquid.

Hedging against Infl ation 
The rate of return should ensure a cover against inflation to protect against a rise in prices and fall in the 
purchasing value of money. The rate of return should be higher than the rate of inflation, otherwise, the 
investor will experience loss in real terms. Growth stocks would appreciate in their values overtime and 
provide protection against inflation. The return thus earned should assure the safety of the principal amount, 
regular flow of income and be a hedge against inflation.

Increasing Safety 
Each investment option is differently affected by different types of risks. Risk affects not only the return 
on investment but also return of the investment itself. The selected investment avenue should be under 
the legal and regulatory framework. If it is not under the legal framework, it will be difficult to represent 
grievances, if any. Approval of the law itself adds a flavour of safety. Though approved by law, the safety of 
the principal differs from one mode of investment to another. Investments made with the government assure 
more safety than with a private party. From the safety point of view, investments can be ranked as follows: 
bank deposits, government bonds, UTI units, non-convertible debentures, convertible debentures, equity 
shares and deposits with non-banking financial companies.

Saving Tax 
Tax is unavoidable. Different income levels and investment options attract different tax rates. The tax rate 
may vary with the period of investment for a specific option. Certain investments offer tax incentives. The 
investor tries to minimize the tax outflow and maximize tax returns. 

THE INVESTMENT PROCESS
The investment process involves a series of activities leading to the purchase of securities or other investment 
alternatives. The investment process can be divided into five stages: (i) framing of the investment policy, 
(ii) investment analysis, (iii) valuation, (iv) portfolio construction, and (v) portfolio evaluation. Figure 1.1 
explains the stages of the investment process.

Framing of the  Investment Policy
For systematic functioning, the government or investor, formulates the investment policy before proceeding 
to invest. The essential ingredients of the policy are investible funds, objectives and knowledge about 
investment alternatives and the market.

Investible funds The entire investment procedure revolves around the availability of investible funds. 
Funds may be generated through savings or from borrowings. If the funds are borrowed, the investor has to 
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be extra careful in the selection of investment alternatives. He must make sure that the returns are higher 
than the interest he pays. Mutual funds invest their stockholders’ money in securities.

Objectives The objectives are framed on the premises of the required rate of return, need for regular 
income, risk perception and the need for liquidity. The risk taker’s objective is to earn a high rate of return 
in the form of capital appreciation, whereas the primary objective of the risk-averse is the safety of principal.

Knowledge Knowledge about investment alternatives and markets plays a key role in policy formulation. 
Investment alternatives range from security to real estate. The risk and return associated with investment 
alternatives differ from each other. Investment in equity is high-yielding but faces more risk than fixed 
income securities. Tax sheltered schemes offer tax benefits to the investors.

The investor should be aware of the stock market structure and functions of the brokers. The modes 
of operations are different in the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE), National Stock Exchange (NSE), and 
Over-the-Counter Exchange of India (OTCEI). Brokerage charges are also different. Knowledge about stock 
exchanges enables an investor to trade the stock intelligently.

Security Analysis
Securities to be bought are scrutinized through market, industry and company analyses after the formulation 
of investment policy.

Market analysis The stock market mirrors the general economic scenario. The growth in gross domestic 
product and inflation is reflected in stock prices. Recession in the economy results in a bear market. Stock 
prices may fluctuate in the short-run but in the long-run, they move in trends, i.e., either upwards or 
downwards. The investor can fix his entry and exit points through technical analysis.

Industry analysis Industries that contribute to the output of major segments of the economy vary in their 
growth rates’ overall contribution to economic activity. Some industries grow faster than the GDP and are 
expected to continue in their growth. For example, the information technology industry has experienced 
a higher growth rate than the GDP in 1998. The economic significance and the growth potential of the 
industry have to be analysed.

Company analysis The purpose of company analysis is to help the investors make better decisions. 
The company’s earnings, profitability, operating efficiency, capital structure and management have to be 

Figure 1.1 Stages of the investment process
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screened. These factors have a direct bearing on stock prices and investors’ returns. The appreciation of 
stock value is a function of the performance of the company. A company with a high product market share 
is able to create wealth for investors in the form of capital appreciation.

Valuation
Valuation helps the investor determine the return and risk expected from an investment in common stock. 
The intrinsic value of the share is measured through the book value of the share and price earning ratio. 
Simple discounting models also can be adopted to value the shares. Stock market analysts have developed 
many advanced models to value shares. The real worth of the share is compared with the market price, and 
investment decisions are then made.

Future value The future value of securities can be estimated by using a simple statistical technique like 
trend analysis. The analysis of the historical behaviour of price enables the investor to predict the future 
value.

Construction of a Portfolio
A portfolio is a combination of securities. It is constructed in a manner so as to meet the investor’s goals 
and objectives. The investor should decide how best to reach the goals with the securities available. The 
investor tries to attain maximum return with minimum risk. Towards this end, he diversifies his portfolio 
and allocates funds among the securities.

Diversifi cation
The main objective of diversification is the reduction of risk in the form of loss of capital and income. A 
diversified portfolio is comparatively less risky than holding a single portfolio. Several modes are available 
to diversify a portfolio. 

Debt and equity diversification Debt instruments provide assured returns with limited capital appreciation. 
Common stocks provide income and capital gain but with a flavour of uncertainty. Both debt instruments 
and equity are combined to complement each other.

Industry diversification Industries’ growth and their reaction to government policies differ from each 
other. Banking industry shares may provide regular returns but with limited capital appreciation. Information 
technology stocks yield higher returns and capital appreciation, but their growth potential in the post-global 
crisis years was unpredictable. Thus, industry diversification is needed, and it reduces the risk.

Company diversification Securities from different companies are purchased to reduce the risk. Technical 
analysts suggest that investors buy securities based on price movement. Fundamental analysts suggest the 
selection of financially sound and investor-friendly companies.

Selection Securities have to be selected based on the level of diversification, industry and company 
analyses. Funds are allocated for selected securities. Selection of securities and the allocation of funds seal 
the construction of portfolio.

Evaluation
A portfolio has to be managed efficiently. Efficient management calls for evaluation of the portfolio. This 
process consists of portfolio appraisal and revision.
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Appraisal The return and risk performance of security varies from time to time. The variability in returns 
of securities is measured and compared. Developments in the economy, industry and relevant companies 
from which stocks are bought have to be appraised. The appraisal warns of the loss and steps can be taken 
to avoid such losses.

Revision It depends on the results of the appraisal. Low-yielding securities with high risk are replaced 
with high-yielding securities with low risk factor. The investor periodically revises the components of the 
portfolio to keep the return at a level.

INVESTMENT PLANNING 
Investment planning has the ‘rate of return’ ingredient at its core, thus making the approach a little narrow. 
Investment planning means commitment of funds on one or more assets over a period. The investment 
planning process involves several steps such as the following:
• Setting investment goals 
• Understanding the risk appetite
• Designing an investment portfolio
• Evaluating the markets and investment avenues 

Investment planning helps to:
• Identify the financial goals of the investor 
• Derive the maximum benefit from investments 
• Choose the right investment options
• Decide upon the optimal investment strategy
• Maintain a balance between risk and returns 

It is possible to arrive at an optimal combination of risk and return to suit the requirements of an investor 
through prudent planning.

Aspects of Investment Planning
Investment planning mainly involves the following aspects:
• Identification of financial needs and goals
• Choice of investment options
• Investment approaches

Identifi cation of fi nancial needs and goals 
Sound investment planning requires a clear understanding of financial needs and goals. A good investment 
for a long-term retirement plan may not be a suitable investment for higher education expenses of children. 
Financial need or goal determines the tenure of the investment or investment horizon. All investment needs 
and goals are classified into short-term (less than 1 year), medium-term (more than 1 year) and long-term 
(more than 5 years). The example in Table 1.2 gives the financial goals of an ordinary investor.

Table 1.2 Typical fi nancial goals of an ordinary investor

Financial Goals
Expected Cost 
(at today’s prices in `) Timeframe Investment Horizon

Personal laptop 0.6 lakh 3 months Short-term
Daughter’s school admission 0.25 lakh 6 months Short-term
Son’s education 2.5 lakh 1–2 years Medium-term

Contd...
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Financial Goals
Expected Cost 
(at today’s prices in `) Timeframe Investment Horizon

Buying a medium-sized car 8 lakh 2–3 years Medium-term
Buying a fl at 25 lakh 10–12 years Long-term
Wedding expenses 12 lakh 12–15 years Long-term
Retirement 20 lakh 20–25 years Long-term

Choice of investment options 
To a large extent, the choice of the right investment option depends upon financial goals. For example, 
if the investor wants to invest for funding the purchase of a laptop in three months, he cannot choose an 
investment vehicle that has a three-year lock-in period. Similarly, if he wants to invest for his daughter’s 
marriage after 10 years, he cannot invest in one-year bonds for the next 10 years. A 10-year bond may, in 
this case, match his goal. Thus, the right investment is a balance of three things:
• Liquidity 
• Risk
• Return

Investment approaches 
The investor’s ability to tolerate risk determines his investment strategy. The ability to manage risks depends 
largely on the level of income and responsibility, knowledge about investment, age, etc. Higher the risk, 
higher is the possibility of earning a fair return. Many people adopt the following approaches:
• A conservative approach concentrates on secured debentures, bonds, etc., and has limited risk.
• A moderate approach focuses on investing in mutual funds, bonds and selects a fundamentally strong 

companies’ equity, shares, etc.
• Investors take major risks on investments to have high (above-average) returns. They like speculative 

equity shares and follow the market movements.

SECURITIES MARKET
The securities market is broadly categorized into the money and capital market. The money market is where 
short-term securities of less than one-year maturity are traded. It is a collection of markets for the following 
instruments—call money, notice money, repos, term money, treasury bills, commercial bills, certificate of 
deposits, commercial papers, inter-bank participation certificates, inter-corporate deposits, swaps, etc.

The capital market is where long-term securities such as equity shares, bonds and debentures are traded. 
The capital market is further divided into primary market and secondary market. In the primary market, 
securities are issued for the first time, and issued securities are traded in the secondary market.

Participants of the Securities Market
The participants of the securities market are listed below:
• The issuer
• The buyer
• Market intermediaries
• The regulators

Issuer The following issuers are in the securities market:
• Corporate entities issue equity shares and debentures, while financial institutions and public sector 

enterprises issue equity shares as well as bonds.
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• The Reserve Bank of India issues government dated securities, treasury bills and bonds.
• Mutual fund companies issue mutual fund units. Many mutual fund companies are subsidiaries of 

financial institutions and banks.

Buyer The buyer segment consists of domestic institutional investors, corporate entities, banks, pension 
funds, mutual funds, retail investors and foreign institutional investors who are registered with the Securities 
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI).

Market intermediaries A wide range of market intermediaries participate in the primary and secondary 
markets. Merchant bankers, clearing and settling houses, credit rating agencies, depositories, debenture 
trustees, banks and brokers act as market intermediaries at various levels.

Regulators The smooth functioning of any market lies in the hands of regulators. The securities market also 
requires regulation for the following reasons:
• It involves a huge inflow and outflow of funds.
• The nature and the quantum of issue of securities differ widely among companies. This necessitates the 

prescription of issue norms.
• Proper functioning of the secondary market is essential.
• Investors’ interests have to be protected.

The securities market is mainly regulated by the Ministry of Finance, the Reserve Bank of India and SEBI.

SECURITIES 
Various types of securities are traded in the market. Securities broadly represent evidence to property 
rights. A security provides a claim on an asset and any future cash flows the asset may generate. We 
commonly think of securities as shares and bonds. According to the  Securities Contracts Regulation Act 
1956, securities include shares, scrips, stocks, bonds, debentures and other marketable products like 
securities of incorporated companies, other body corporates or the government. Securities are classified on 
the basis of return and the source of issue. On the basis of income, they may be classified as fixed or variable 
income securities. In the case of fixed income security, the income is fixed at the time of the issue itself. 
Bonds, debentures and preference shares fall into this category. Sources of issue may be government, semi-
government and corporate. The incomes of variable securities change from one year to another. Dividends 
of companies’ equity shares can be cited as an example of this. Corporates generally raise funds through 
fixed and variable income securities like equity shares, preference shares and debentures.

Equity Shares
 Equity shares are commonly referred to as common stock or ordinary shares. Even though the terms 
‘shares’ and ‘stocks’ are interchangeably used, there is a difference between them. The share capital of a 
company is divided into a number of small units of equal value called shares. The term ‘stock’ means the 
aggregate of a member’s fully paid-up shares of equal value merged into one fund. It is a set of shares put 
together in a bundle. The ‘stock’ is expressed in terms of money and not as many shares. Stock can be 
divided into fractions of any amount and such fractions may be transferred like shares.

 Share certificate means a certificate under the common seal of the company specifying the number of 
shares held by any member. A share certificate provides the prima facie evidence of title of the members 
to such shares. This helps the shareholder to deal easily in the market. It enables him to sell his shares by 
showing marketable title.
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